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Abstract
The fixed-charge Capacitated Multi-commodity Network Design (CMND) is a well-known problem of both practical and theoretical significance. Network design models represent a wide variety
of planning and operation management issues in transportation telecommunication, logistics, production and distribution. In this paper, Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) based neighborhoods are
proposed for CMND problem. In the proposed neighborhoods, first, an open arc based on the incumbent solution is closed; then, by using an ant colony optimization algorithm called Ant Colony
System (ACS), a new solution is generated by constructing new paths for the demands delivered
on the closed arc. An algorithm is presented to construct new paths by using ACS algorithm for
demands with continuous volume. A sub mixed integer programming (MIP) model is then created by joining the ACS and incumbent solutions. The generated sub-MIP is solved by using an
MIP solver and its solution is considered as a neighborhood. In order to evaluate the proposed
neighborhoods, an algorithm is developed. The algorithm parameters are tuned by using design of
experiments. To assess the algorithm, several benchmark problems with different sizes are used.
The statistical analysis shows the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm compared
to the best approaches found in the literature.
Keywords: Ant Colony Optimization(ACO), ACO-Based neighborhoods, Fixed-charge capacitated multi-commodity network design, meta-heuristic.
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1. Introduction

large problems with many commodities.

Network design models have some applica-

Moreover, many heuristic and metaheuristic

tions in a wide variety of planning and opera-

approaches which were presented to solve

tion management issues in telecommunica-

CMND are not entirely satisfactory, because

tion, logistics, distribution, and transportation

the search space does not go beyond local ex-

specifically railways transportation [Bal-

ploration. In fact, they clearly state that their

akrishnan et al., 1997; Magnanti and Wong,

goal was to only explore the behavior of the

1986; Minoux, 1986; Crainic, 1999; Yaghi-

neighborhood, and that more refined search

ni and Kazemzadeh, 2012a; Yaghini et al.,

methods would have to be developed. Indeed,

2012b; Yaghini et al., 2013a].

Lagrangian relaxation [Crainic et al. 2001]

The goal of fixed-charge Capacitated Multi-

and cutting planes generation [Chouman et

commodity Network Design (CMND) prob-

al., 2003; Costa, 2005; Chouman et al. 2009]

lem is to find the optimal design network on

are used in most of the literature in exact ap-

a given directed graph, while selecting arcs to

proaches to CMND.

connect a set of nodes and satisfying demands

Several heuristic methods have also been pro-

by determining the amount of flow on each

posed for CMND. A combination algorithm of

arc.

a Lagrangian relaxation method and a branch-

The CMND formulation is modeled as a

and-bound algorithm for reaching solution

Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) where

is proposed in [Holmberg and Yuan, 2000].

continuous variables represent the amount of

A resource decomposition heuristic based

flows and binary variables determine which

on a resource-directive decomposition algo-

arcs are to be used. This problem is catego-

rithm has been developed by [Gendron and

rized as NP-hard [Magnanti and Wong, 1986].

Crainic, 1994; Gendron and Crainic, 1996].

Several formulations for CMND are present-

A tabu search based on a path formulation is

ed by [Gendron and Crainic, 1994] and their

described by [Crainic et al., 2000], where the

corresponding linear relaxations are com-

neighborhoods are defined by simplex pivots,

pared. The conclusion proves that simplex-

and column generation approach dynamically

based branch-and-bound methods providing

adds new paths to the formulation. A different

the lower bound by the linear programming

tabu search heuristic based on an arc formula-

relaxations, are unlikely to solve even small

tion is presented by [Ghamlouche et al. 2003],

instances. Although some exact methods are

where moving flows around cycles obtains

developed to solve CMND problems [Crainic

the neighborhoods. This approach is later im-

et al. 2001; Holmberg and Yuan, 2000], they

proved in [Ghamlouche et al., 2004] by add-

have proved to be ineffective on reasonably

ing a path relinking search. Another scatter
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search algorithm is proposed by [Álvarez et

2012b; Yaghini et al., 2012b; Yaghini et al.,

al., 2005]. [Crainic and Gendreau, 2002] pro-

2013b; Yaghini et al., 2011].

posed a cooperative parallel tabu search. A

This paper attempts to fill this gap by con-

slope scaling heuristic is proposed by [Crainic

tributing towards reaching this goal. An MIP-

et al., 2004] where a Lagrangian perturbation

ACO hybrid framework has been proposed as

scheme with intensification and diversifica-

an approach to explore efficiently the solution

tion mechanisms based on long-term memory

space of CMND problems using the proposed

are combined. A multilevel cooperative par-

ACO-based neighborhoods. The basic idea of

allel tabu search for CMND is described by

the method is to construct a neighborhood so-

[Crainic et al., 2006]. It is based on the prin-

lution based on ACO and using an MIP solver

ciples of local interactions among cooperat-

to determine the optimal amounts of flows to

ing searches and controlled diffusion of infor-

be transported on open arcs.

mation within the framework of a multilevel

To verify the efficiency and effectiveness of

algorithm. [Martín and González, 2010] pre-

the proposed algorithm, the obtained results

sented a heuristic method combining math-

are compared with existing approaches for a

ematical programming techniques called local

large set of benchmark instances. The statis-

branching. The method uses an MIP solver to

tical analysis shows that the proposed algo-

search solution neighborhoods defined by in-

rithm achieves the better result found in the

troducing linear inequalities in a mathemati-

literature.

cal model of the problem.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next

Some hybrid methods combining an exact

section, an MIP formulation of CMND is pre-

method and a metaheuristic algorithm have

sented. Section 3 outlines the proposed ACO-

been applied for solving CMND. Accord-

based neighborhoods for CMND problem.

ingly [Chouman and Crainic, 2010] generate

Section 4 describes a solution method based

a neighborhood structure based on a hybrid

on the proposed neighborhoods. The solu-

method combining an exact MIP method and

tion method parameters tuning, the obtained

a tabu search metaheuristic with an arc-bal-

results, and statistical analysis are described

anced cycle procedure. [Yaghini et al. 2012a]

in section 5. Finally, in section 6, conclusions

proposed a new hybrid algorithm of simplex

are presented.

method and simulated annealing metaheuristic, the idea of which is to explore solution

2. Mathematical Formulation

space more efficiently.

Other hybrid ap-

Given a directed graph G = (N, A), the set of

proaches have been suggested for neighbor-

nodes is N and the set of arc is A, which is

hood structures [Yaghini and Kazemzadeh,

assumed that all (i, j) A are design directed
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arcs. Let P denote the set of commodities to

respectively. The objective function (1) calcu-

satisfy origin–destination pairs for each p P,

lates the total system cost computed as sum

and let represent the required amount of flow

of the fixed costs and the cost of shipping the

of commodity p to be transported from its

demands on the final constructed network.

(unique) origin o(p) to its (unique) destination

Constraints (2) ensure that demands are sat-

s(p). The involved costs in the network are the

isfied between each origin–destination pair

transportation cost per unit of commodity p

through equaling total incoming flow with to-

through the arc (i, j) which is denoted by , as

tal outgoing flow at every transshipment node.

well as the fixed cost of including arc (i, j)

The linking constraints (3) state that the total

in the design of the network denoted by . On

flow (all commodities) on an open arc ( yij =1)

each arc (i, j) A, the total flow is limited by

cannot exceed its capacity, while it must be

the capacity . To formulate the problem, two

0 if the arc is closed ( yij = 0). Relation (4) is

sets of decision variables are defined. (i, j) A

the usual non-negativity and integrality con-

signifies the design variables, and equals1, if

straints for decision variables.

arc (i, j) is selected in the final design and 0,
otherwise. The continuous variables indicate

3. The Proposed ACO-based Neighbor-

the amount of flow of commodity p P on arc

hoods

(i, j). The objective is to minimize the sum of

The Ant Colony Systems (ACS), as a success-

transportation and fixed costs while transport-

ful algorithm of ACO, is applied to construct

ing all the commodities. The model is formu-

the proposed neighborhood structure for solv-

lated as follows.

ing CMND. Due to great speed of ACO in
constructing feasible solutions, it is employed
as an effective tool to search solution space. In

(1)

the proposed neighborhoods, the joining solutions concept is inspired by RINS [Glover

(2)

et al., 2009] and path relinking [Danna et al.,

(3)

In the following subsections, ACO, ACO-

2005] algorithms.
based neighborhoods, path construction method, a simple example, and a comparison of the

(4)

proposed neighborhoods with RINS and path
relinking are presented.

Where the sets of outward and inward neighbors of any node are represented by and ,
International Journal of Transpotation Engineering,
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3.1 Ant Colony Optimization

Six years after instituting the first ACO, [Do-

[Dorigo et al. 1991] introduced the first ACO

rigo and Gambardella, 1997] introduced an-

algorithm called Ant System (AS) in 1991 for

other algorithm that performed better than AS

solving Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP).

and called ACS. Different procedures in local

The main source of inspiration of this optimi-

and global updating of the pheromone trails

zation method is the behavior of ants search-

are used in ACS. Many different versions of

ing food source from their nest through pos-

ACO algorithms such as Elitist Ant System,

sible paths.

rank-based AS and Min–Max AS are de-

ACO algorithms are developed for many

scribed in [Stützle and Dorigo, 1999; Dorigo

combinatorial problems such as vehicle rout-

et al., 1999; Socha et al., 2003], sequentially.

ing problem, production scheduling, sequential ordering problem, and telecommunica-

3.2 ACO-based Neighborhoods

tion routing to name but a few [Dorigo and

The method for constructing the proposed

Stutzle, 2004]. The ants are placed on a graph

ACO-based

and forced to make a path from origin node to

CMND problem is illustrated by figure 1.

specific destination one. A feasible solution is

The proposed ACO-based neighborhood is

generated by a set of ant’s move.

commenced by transforming an open arc to

neighborhood

structure

for

// ACO-BasedNeighborhoodMethod()
Input: incumbent solution;
Select and Close an open arc;
Set Pc = {the transported demands on the closed arc};
Set n = | Pc|; // No. of demands in Pc
Update network arc capacities;
For (i = 1 to n)
Set k = ith demand from Pc;
Call PathConstructionMethod(k);
End-For
Generate a sub-MIP model combining ant’s and incumbent solutions;
Solve the generated sub-MIP model;
Close unused open arcs manually;
Output: the modified sub-MIP solution as a neighborhood solution;
Figure 1. Pseudo code for constructing the proposed neighborhood structure
315 International Journal of Transpotation Engineering,
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close. In the previous works, many closing

variable of the closed arc equals zero, in the

arcs strategies have been used [Ghamlouche

generated sub-MIP model. The remaining arc

et al., 2003; Ghamlouche et al., 2004, Crainic

variables are categorized as free variables and

et al., 2006; Chouman and Crainic, 2010]. The

the MIP solver finds their best possible values.

method used in the proposed neighborhood,

Figure 2 illustrates this process. Binary design

randomly chooses an open arc, and then closes

variables determine state of each arc. Ques-

it. In the next step, all shipped demands on the

tion marks in the generated sub-MIP solution

closed arc are identified and stored in set Pc,

vector are the values that an MIP solver is as-

the stored commodities of which need to be

sumed to compute.

removed from the other arcs of the network,
eventually the arc capacities are required to be

(5)

updated. At this step, there are possibly some
open arcs with no commodity, so these arcs

(6)

are identified and closed manually. For each
commodity in set Pc, the ACO-based neigh-

(7)

borhood structure constructs a feasible path
by using PathConstructionMethod (PCM) to
transport it. The path construction method
will be explained in section 3.3.

The ACS solution:

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

The incumbent solution:

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

New Sub-MIP:

1

1

?

1

0

1

?

In the next step, a new sub-MIP model is
generated by combining the ACS and incumbent solutions, utilizing several new added
constraints. Constraint (5) guarantees that all

Figure 2. Binary design variable values in the

open arcs, with the exception of the one closed

combination process

in the incumbent solution remain open, where
AOIC is a subset of A that includes open arcs in

In the next step, the created sub-MIP is solved

the incumbent solution except the one closed.

by using an MIP solver and determined the

Constraint (6) enforces all of the closed arcs

optimal amounts of commodity flows on the

in both incumbent and ACS solutions, which

arcs. Eventually, the open arcs which have

remain closed, where ACICO is a subset of A

no commodity on are identified and closed

including the closed arcs in the ACS solution,

manually. The solution of this modified sub-

and ACIC is a subset of A including the closed

MIP is considered as a neighborhood solution

arcs in incumbent solution. Finally, constraint

(neighborhoodsolution).

(7) ensures the value of the binary decision
International Journal of Transpotation Engineering,
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3.3 Path Construction

The heuristic value ηij = 1/c that is available a

The method to construct a feasible path by

priori. If the arc (i, j) is opened on the incum-

a single ant is described in this section. The

bent solution, c equals to variable cost of the

proposed ACO-based neighborhood structure

arc; otherwise, c is equal to sum of variable

is based on ACS algorithm in which an ant

cost and per unit fixed cost. By this definition

k is located at node i, and then an arc com-

for η parameter, the algorithm intends to se-

mencing with node i and terminating to node

lect an open arc to transport the commodity.

j is selected. Node j is chosen according to the

The relative influence of the pheromone trail

pseudorandom proportional rule [Dorigo and

and the heuristic value is determined by the

Stutzle, 2004] given by following equations.

parameters α and β. N ik is the feasible neighborhood of ant k when at node i, that is to say,

(8)

the set of nodes that ant k has not visited yet
and the arcs ending to them have remaining

(9)

capacity to satisfy demands (the probability of
choosing a node outside N ik is 0).
After constructing a path for a commodity, arc

Where q is a random variable uniformly dis-

capacities are updated as follows. Let remaining

tributed in [0, 1], q0 (0 ≤ q0 ≤ 1) is a param-

Volume be the remaining amount of commod-

eter, and pijk is a random variable to decide

ity to be transported, and maxFlow given by

which node to visit next. In other words, with

min{remainedVolume ∪ {uij , ∀(i, j ) ∈ newPath}}

probability q0, the ant makes the best possible

is the maximum flow that can be moved us-

move as indicated by the learned pheromone

ing the constructed new path, where is the

trails and the heuristic value, while with prob-

remaining capacity of arc (i, j). The capacity

ability 1 – q0 it performs a biased explora-

of all arcs in the path needs to be updated by

tion of the arcs. Tuning the parameter q0 al-

deducting them from maxFlow. In addition,

lows modulation of the degree of exploration

the remaining volume of the commodity is up-

and the choice of whether to concentrate the

dated by deducting maxFlow from remaining-

search of the system around the best-so-far

Volume. By constructing new paths, the total

solution or to explore other solution space.

volume of a commodity is transported from

By the probabilistic rule (9), the probability of

its origin to the destination. This procedure is

choosing a particular arc (i, j) increases with

iterated until all commodities in set Pc are de-

the value of the associated pheromone trail τij

livered.

and the heuristic information value ηij [Dorigo

The pseudocode in figure 3 illustrates the pro-

and Stutzle, 2004].

cedure of path construction in the proposed
317 International Journal of Transpotation Engineering,
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ACO-based neighborhood as shown in figure

of each arcs display their fixed cost, variable

1.

cost and capacity. The only two commodities
are assumed in this network A→H with 2, and

3.4 An Illustrative Example

A→I with 3 volumes of demands, where all

For illustrating the proposed neighborhood

commodities are identified by origin-destina-

structure, a simple example is presented in

tion pairs.

this section. The network in figure 4 is adopt-

An incumbent feasible solution, whose objec-

ed from [Ghamlouche et al. 2003]. The labels

tive value is 73, is shown in figure 5. In figure

Figure 3. Pseudocode for constructing paths
International Journal of Transpotation Engineering,
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5-a, the arc label shows the total flow passed.

modity is the only commodity on arc (B-F)

The amount of first commodity is transported

which should be stored in set Pc. The amount

through {(A-B), (B-F), (F-E), (E-H)} path,

of this commodity must be removed from the

and the second commodity is passed via {(A-

other arcs of the network and the network arc

C), (C-F), (F-I)} and {(A-D), (D-G), (G-I)}

capacities need to be updated. By updating

paths. Figure 5-b illustrates the representation

arc capacities, the arcs (A-B), (F-E) and (E-

of the incumbent solution.

H) must be closed. By construction of new

By assuming arc (B-F) is selected to close, arcs

paths for A→H commodity, ACS algorithm

(A-B), (A-C), (A-D), (C-F), (D-G), (E-H), (F-

creates a new solution (figure 6); additionally,

I), (F-E) and (G-I) stay open. The first com-

the constructed network is given in figure 6-a.

(2,7,4)

B

E

(4,4,7)

(2,2,2)

(5,3,4)

(3,3,3)

(8,1,2)

H

(4,2,3)
(2,2,2)

A

(1,2,2)

C
(1,4,4)

F

(1,1,1)

(4,2,3)

(5,1,2)

(5,2,3)

I

(2,2,2)

D

(2,6,6)

G

(4,2,3)

Figure 4. Physical network of the example
B

(2)

(2)

(2)

C

(2)

F

Opened arc

H

(2)
(2)

A

E

Closed arc

(2)
I

(1)
D

(1)

G

(1)

(5-a) The designed network of the incumbent solution

(5-b) Solution representation

Figure 5. The incumbent solution
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The ant first ships commodity through (A-D),

solver has to compute. Constraints (10), (11)

(D-F) and (F-H) path, and then carries the re-

and (12) are added to the sub-MIP model in

maining commodity on (A-B), (B-E) and (E-

line with constraints (5), (6) and (7).

H) path. Figure 6-b shows the representation
y A−C + yC − F + y A− D + yD −G + yF − I + yG − I =
6 (10)

of the ACS solution.
By joining the ACS and incumbent solutions,
the open and closed arcs are determined on

yB −C + yC − D + yF −G + yG − H + yF − E =
0

(11)

yB − F = 0

(12)

figure 7. Question marks in the generated

After solving the sub-MIP model, the idle

sub-MIP model are the values that the MIP

open arcs (G-I) and (D-G) must be closed.

Figure 6. The ACS solution

Figure 7. The binary variable values in the sub-MIP model
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The first commodity is shipped through {(A-

RINS because of combining the solution of a

B), (B-E), (E-H)}, path and {(A-C), (C-F), (F-

local search method and incumbent solutions

I)}, and {(A-D), (D-F), (F-I)} paths are used

to gain a neighborhood solution.

to transport the second commodity. The so-

However, the proposed neighborhood differs

lution is considered a neighborhood solution

from path relinking and RINS in the three fol-

whose objective value is 66 (figure 8).

lowing ways. The first and obvious difference
is that RINS is based on a branch-and-cut tree,

3.5 ACO-based Neighborhoods vs. RINS

but the proposed neighborhood has been used

and Path Relinking

in an MIP-metaheuristic framework. Second,

The proposed method is related to path relink-

the proposed ACO-based neighborhood struc-

ing [Glover et al. 2009] and Relaxation In-

ture searches the solution space by closing

duced Neighborhood Search (RINS) [Danna

open arcs to reach the neighboring solution,

et al. 2005] approaches. It behaves like path

whereas RINS performs the moves based on

relinking because, in a certain way, two elite

branch-and-cut procedure. Eventually, inas-

solutions in the search space are relinked.

much as the neighborhood solution will be

Moreover, the proposed method is related to

accepted only if its feasibility will be met

Figure 8. The sub-MIP solution
321 International Journal of Transpotation Engineering,
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through model constraints, it is impossible to

as comparing it with incumbent solution, the

find an infeasible neighborhood solution by

pheromone trail on each arc for each com-

path relinking algorithm while in the proposed

modity is updated. The data structure of the

neighborhood structure; hence, the generated

pheromone trail archive is shown in figure 10.

neighborhood solution is always feasible.
Where indicates the learned pheromone trail

4. The Proposed Algorithm using ACO-

for commodity i on arc j. At the initiation time

based Neighborhoods

of the algorithm, the pheromone trail on each

In order to evaluate the proposed ACO-based

arc for each commodity is initialized. In the

neighborhood structure, a solution algorithm

proposed algorithm, the pheromone trails are

has been presented. Figure 9 illustrates the ba-

allowed to be added to the best-so-far solution

sics of the proposed solution algorithm start-

at the end of each iteration. The pheromone

ing with a feasible solution as an incumbent

trails are updated using equations (13) and

solution. The initial solution can be obtained

(14).

by using a heuristic method or an MIP solver in a limited time. After setting the initial
parameters, the main loop undergoes repetition until meeting termination condition.
In the inner loop which is started by calling
ACO_BasedNeighborhoodMethod

∀xij > 0, (13) Eq.

(1 − ρ )τ i j + ρ xij ∆τ bs ,
τ ij → 
j
else.
 (1 − ρ )τ i ,
Where

(14) Eq.

C bc is the
objective value of the best-so-far solution,

(BNM),

∆τ bs =
γ / C bc

,

xij is decision

neighborhoodsolution will be constructed and

and γ is an input parameter.

its objective value is compared with the in-

variable that shows the amount of flow com-

cumbent objective value. If the neighborhood

modity i on arc j. In the proposed algorithm,

solution improves the incumbent objective

evaporation applies to all of the arcs and the

value, the neighborhoodsolution is accepted

new pheromone is deposited at the arcs in the

as a new incumbent solution, all of the neigh-

best-so-far solution. The deposited phero-

borhood structure parameters are reinitialized,

mone is discounted by the decision variable
xij and the factor (0 < ρ < 1).

and the loop is repeated. In addition, if the
neighborhood objective value is bigger than

The proposed algorithm has many practical

incumbent solution objective value, the inner

applications in a wide variety of large net-

loop iterates maximum number of ants in a

works such as road network, air transporta-

colony (antMax).

tion and especially railways transportation
networks; because the realistic practical prob-

After building neighborhood solution as well
International Journal of Transpotation Engineering,
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Figure 9. Pseudocode for the proposed algorithm using ACO-based neighborhoods

Figure 10. The pheromone trail data structure
323 International Journal of Transpotation Engineering,
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constraints, which require lots of times and

eters on algorithm responses. In the next step,

costs for optimally solving.

a mathematical function relating the tuning
parameters to each of the response of interest

5. Computational Results

is given. And ultimately, the parameters are

5.1 Parameter Tuning

optimized with respect to importance of each

Metaheuristic developers adjust the param-

response.

eters one by one, so the best values are de-

In the proposed algorithm, solution quality

termined experimentally. In this approach, not

and CPU time are considered as the response

only the interaction between parameters is ig-

variables. The tuned parameters levels and

nored, but finding optimal values is unable to

values for solving problems are illustrated in

guarantee as well [Talbi, 2009]. In this paper,

table 1.

in order to accomplish this problem, statistical
Design of Experiments (DOE) [Montgomery,

5.2 Results

2009] and Design Expert software are used

In analyzing the results, the outcome of the

for tuning the proposed algorithm parameters.

proposed algorithm using the ACO-based

There are many works using DOE method

neighborhoods is compared with the results

such as [Coy et al., 2001; Ridge and Kuden-

of best five methods in the literature [Gham-

ko, 2010] for parameter tuning. In this paper,

louche et al., 2003; Ghamlouche et al., 2004;

a three-step method on the basis of previous

Crainic et al., 2006; Martín and González,

works on parameter tuning using DOE is ap-

2010; Chouman and Crainic, 2010]. To ensure

plied. The stages of the approach are (1) pa-

meaningful comparisons, performance of the

rameter screening, (2) response surface mode-

algorithm was tested on a set of 43 benchmark

ling, and (3) optimization of parameters. Step

instances described in [Gendron and Crainic,

1 screens the effective and important param-

1994; Gendron and Crainic, 1996]. The best

Table 1. Level factorial design for the proposed algorithm
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five methods have used the same instances.

Table 3 illustrates the samples in which the

The benchmark instances have some charac-

proposed algorithm can obtain better solu-

teristics. Each arc is associated with positive

tions the other ones. These improvements can

variable as well as fixed costs, and transpor-

be seen as negative gap values in the table.

tation capacity. The origin and destination of

The percentage of improvement of the pro-

each demand is presented. The first column

posed algorithm relative to the best solution

in table 2 describes instances by the number

given by any of the other five methods is dis-

of nodes (|N|), the number of arcs (|A|), and

played in table 3. Negative entries in column

the number of commodities (|P|), and the fixed

indicate better performance in solution quality

cost and capacity information. The compari-

found by the proposed algorithm.

son between the fixed and variable costs to
show their relative dominance is identified by

The results shown in table 3 prove that the

F and V, respectively. Compared to the total

proposed neighborhood structure can both

demand, T identifies that the problem is tight-

efficiently and accurately search the solution

ly capacitated, and L shows it is loose. There

space of CMND. Table 4 indicates the pro-

are detailed descriptions of the instances in

posed algorithm improves the best solution

[Gendron and Crainic, 1994; Gendron and

values for 19 problems solved by the previous

Crainic, 1996]. The proposed algorithm has

methods, and for 13 problems, the proposed

been coded in Java programming language.

algorithm finds the best solution found by the

The compared results are summarized in table

others.

2, the first column of which shows the problem name and its quintuplet features. The Obj

5.3 Statistical Analysis

Val columns show the solution values, and

To evaluate the computational results, SPSS

Time column displays running times in sec-

Statistics 16 software is used to perform a

onds. In table 2, TC stands for the cycle-based

statistical analysis. For parametric statistical

tabu search [Ghamlouche et al., 2003], PR for

tests, a data normality assumption is required.

the path relinking procedure [Ghamlouche et

After normalizing datasets, the test of normal-

al., 2004], MLEVEL for the multilevel coop-

ity called Shapiro-Wilk test is used. Next, an

erative heuristic [Crainic et al., 2006], LOCB

analysis of variance (ANOVA) is performed

for the local branching algorithm [Martín

[Montgomery and Runger, 2006; Freund,

and González, 2010], MT for the MIP-Tabu

1992].

search [Chouman and Crainic, 2010], and fi-

The significance level is considered 5 percent

nally, ACO-NS stands for the proposed ACO-

(α=0.05). The following hypothesis is tested:

based neighborhood structure.

H0: The difference between the proposed al325 International Journal of Transpotation Engineering,
Vol.1, No.4, Spring 2014
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Table 2. the compared results of the proposed algorithm
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Table 3. the relative gaps between the proposed method and the other methods
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Table 4. Comparison of relative GAPs between the proposed algorithm and other methods

gorithm and local branching method (LB) is

problem.

not significant (μProposed algorithm = μLB),

H1: The difference between the proposed al-

Moreover, the following hypothesis is tested:

gorithm and local branching method (LB) is

H0: The difference between the proposed al-

significant (μProposed algorithm ≠ μLB).

gorithm and MIP-Tabu search method is not
significant (μProposed algorithm = μMIP-

Table 5 shows the output table of SPSS Statis-

Tabu),

tics software for ANOVA test. The obtained p-

H1: The difference between the proposed al-

value for the test is 0.001, and it is smaller than

gorithm and MIP-Tabu search method is sig-

significance level (0.001 < 0.05). At α=0.05,

nificant (μProposed algorithm ≠ μMIP-Tabu).

there is enough evidence to conclude that

The obtained p-value (0.703) is not smaller

there is a significant difference in the relative

than significance level (0.05) so the difference

gap of the proposed and local branching algo-

between the proposed algorithm and MIP-

rithms, and the proposed algorithm improves

Tabu search method is not significant (H0 is

the solutions compared to local branching

accepted). However, by considering the ob-

method. The ANOVA test, therefore, shows

tained gap between the proposed algorithm

that the proposed algorithm is more effective

and MIP-Tabu search method, the proposed

than local branching method to solve CMND

algorithm improves the results of this method

Table 5. Output table of ANOVA test for comparing the results of the proposed
algorithm to other methods
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in general.

tions. In order to assess the proposed neigh-

6. Conclusions

borhoods, a solution algorithm is developed.

In this paper, ACO-based neighborhoods to

The validity and efficiency of the proposed

solve CMND problem are presented. The pro-

algorithm are tested on several standard test

posed neighborhoods are developed based on

problems. To adjust the algorithm parameters,

joining solutions of incumbent and ACO solu-

DOE method is used. The experimental results

Table 6. Output table of ANOVA test

and statistical analysis show the efficiency
and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
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